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1. Introduction 

In the field of food engineering, chemical engineering and bioengineering have commonly 
used the data obtained from physicochemical techniques. In particular, water species are 

strongly related to food quality, as has been demonstrated in the International Symposium 
on Properties of Water (Eds. Rockland and Stewart, 1981). The water species retained in 

foods, as is well known, expose their multifunctional nature by dynamically responding to 
environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure, dehydration processes, water 

content, etc. For scientific analysis of the multifunctional water species retained in foods, of 
particular difficulty is the influence of nonlinear dynamic change on food quality. To 

quantitatively evaluate the nature of the water species, a large number of researchers have 
demonstrated the diversity of their biological and physicochemical nature using various 

parameters. The water activity (aw) has, for example, commonly been used as a parameter to 

evaluate the deterioration of foods (Fennema, 1976). The effective water diffusivity 
parameter (De) in foods has also frequently been employed to evaluate the dehydration rate 

(Jason, 1958). From the chemical engineering point of view, this is a typical procedure in 
evaluating water mobility in the food tissue matrix. Conversely, for direct identification of 

the water species at the molecular level, magnetic resonance techniques have been applied 
to evaluate food quality, as demonstrated in the International Conferences on Applications 

of Magnetic Resonance in Food Science (Eds. Belton et al., 2003).  

In our previous papers (Konishi et al., 2001, 2003), using separately chemical engineering 
and proton NMR techniques, water species retained in fish paste sausage and squid were 
roughly distinguished into two different species as a function of water content. The two 
species were water species A1, to be recognized as the higher water content at W0 >120%-d.b. 
accompanied by higher water diffusivity, De, and water species A2, W0 <120%-d.b., with 
lower De. This delineation, however, was unclear because of a vagueness of the boundary 
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between the two water species. To clearly discriminate between the two water species, a 
new technique is needed for the design of food products. In the present study, responding 
to this need, a hybrid technique derived from joint research using chemical engineering 
techniques and proton NMR techniques was proposed. The aims of this study are: (1) to 
demonstrate the dynamism of water species influenced by the change of environmental 
conditions and the dynamic transformation between the two water species, A1 and A2; (2) to 
quantitatively visualize the limitations of both the chemical engineering technique and the 
proton NMR technique; (3) to apply a hybrid technique in choosing specified design 
parameters in order to clearly identify differences between the two water species and among 
a variety of food products; and (4) to classify twelve commercial jerky products, as a typical 
example, into a few groups based on the characterization of design parameters using the 
hybrid technique.  

2. Experimental methods of the hybrid technique 

2.1 Methods 

Six commercially distributed beef and pork jerkies, (BJ-1BJ-6) and (PJ-1PJ-6), respectively, 
a pork meat (designated PH, used as a reference meat) produced in Hokkaido, two beef 
meats (BA: produced in Australia, and BH: produced in Hokkaido), salmon (SM), and squid 
(SQ) were chosen as the food samples. All samples used in this study were tabulated in 
Table 1. The commercial jerkies used were characterized as having a water content range  

 

 Features Group No. 

PJ-1 soy-sauce base taste, about 1.0 mm thick 2 

PJ-2 soy-sauce base taste, 1.1~1.4 mm thick 1 

PJ-3 light taste, oily, smoked flavor, 0.8~5.9 mm thick 2 

PJ-4 salt base taste, smoked flavor, strong taste, hard, 2.2~4.8 mm thick 2 

PJ-5 salt base taste, smoked flavor, strong taste, soft, 1.3~2.7 mm thick 3 

PJ-6 soy-sauce base taste, light taste, hard, 1.9~3.5 mm thick 3 

BJ-1 salt base taste, light taste, hard, 1.4~2.2 mm thick 2 

BJ-2 salt base taste, strong taste, soft, about 2.2 mm thick 3 

BJ-3 miso-sauce base taste, strong taste, soft, 4.2~5.9 mm thick 3 

BJ-4 salt base taste, light taste, soft, 1.6~3.1 mm thick 2 

BJ-5 soy-sauce base taste, strong taste, hard, 3.1 mm thick 1 

BJ-6 salt base taste, light taste, hard, 0.9~2.8 mm thick 2 

PH 
pork meat produced in Hokkaido, soy-sauce base taste, hard, about 
6±1.0 mm thick 

 

BH beef meat produced in Hokkaido, about 8±1.0 mm thick  

BA beef meat produced in Australia, about 8±1.0 mm thick  

SQ squid mantle, 50×50×7±1.5 mm  

SM salmon, 50×15×12~26 mm  

Table 1. Features of the pork meat (PH), beef meat (BA and BH), squid (SQ), salmon (SM), and 
the commercial jerkies used for this study. PJ-1~-6: pork jerkies; BJ-1~-6: beef jerkies. 
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of 30~80%-d.b. (dry base, WD), the pork and beef meats had the initial water contents of 

230320%-d.b. and 230280%-d.b., respectively, and the initial water content of the salmon 

and the squid commonly ranged from 300360%-d.b. To evaluate the effective diffusivity 
(De) of water species, each of the samples was placed in a stainless steel net tray (4 meshes) 
that was mechanically hung from a strain gage transducer in the dryer. The sample weight 
was, to evaluate the dehydration rate, continuously recorded by the output of strain-gage 
transducer using a data-logger. With molecular-level analysis, to evaluate the correlation 

time (C) of the water species in the salmon, squid, 12 jerkies, BH, BA, and PH, a nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) technique was applied to measure the 1H-NMR spectra and the 
spin-spin relaxation time (T2) of water protons. All samples, cut into 2×2×10 mm pieces, 
were inserted into an NMR sample tube (4mm in inner diameter, 180mm in length). 1H-
NMR spectra were obtained using a JEOL A-500 FT-NMR spectrometer operating at 
500MHz for protons. The observed frequency width was 20 kHz. The 90º pulse width was 
12.5 μs, and the number of pulse repetitions was 8. The proton chemical shifts were 
measured by using a slight amount of water containing deuterium oxide as an external 

reference. All the NMR measurements were performed at 23.50.5ºC. The spin-spin 
relaxation times, T2, were obtained by the spin locking method. The hardness (N/m2) of the 
samples was measured using a creep tester equipped with a V-shaped plunger (30 mm 
wide, 1 mm thick) to press a 60% of the sample size of 2~8×10×50 mm.  

2.2 Evaluation of the parameters 

2.2.1 Effective diffusion coefficient (De) of water species 

As has been reported by a large number of researchers (Andreu and Stamatopoulos, 1986; 
Waananen and Okos, 1996; Litchfield and Okos, 1992; Kannan and Bandyopadhyay, 1995), 
diverse mathematical equations for evaluating the effective diffusion coefficient (De) of 
water in foods have been demonstrated in various forms. In the present study, De‘s of all the 
samples were evaluated by applying Equation (1) to the dehydration response curves 
obtained. In the present experimental drying conditions, it was reconfirmed that the drying 
operations were within a falling-rate period. Through all the evaluation of De, the effect of 
the shrinkage of the samples (derived from the dehydration) on the values obtained was 
previously evaluated, and the sizes of the samples were corrected. 

  
3 2

2 2 2
b c2

8 π
4π a

D

W We De t
exp L L L

W We
                  

  (1) 

Where W is the water content (%-d.b.) of the sample at t = t (h), We is the equilibrium water 
content (%-d.b.), WD is the water content (%-d.b.) at the given initial condition, De is the 
effective diffusion coefficient (m2/h) of water species retained in the foods, La, Lb, and Lc (m) 
are the half distances of the sample width, and t is dehydration time (h). 

De is represented as a function of the structure parameters (porosity and labyrinth factor) of 
food and the activation energy, as shown in Equation (2).  
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Where ┝ is porosity, χ is labyrinth factor, D is diffusivity (m2/h), D0 is the frequency factor of 

D,  is diffusibility (= / ), ED is activation energy of De, R is gas constant, and TD is drying 

temperature.  

The pre-exponential factor,  D0, can be a useful tool to discriminate between the water 

species retained in different kinds of foods, as is described in upcoming sections.  

2.2.2 Correlation time (C) of water protons 

The spin-locking pulse technique used was effective in detecting a very fast relaxation signal 

at low water contents. For evaluation of the relaxation time, T2 , the equation Mt = M0 exp(-

ts/T2) was used, where Mt is the magnitude of the magnetization vector after the spin 

locking pulse, M0 is magnitude of the macroscopic equilibrium magnetization vector, and ts 

is the spin locking pulse length. In the present study, the plot of ln [Mt / M0] vs. ts indicated 

good linearity (which demonstrates a correlation coefficient higher than 0.99) through all 

water content of the foods, suggesting that the evaluated T2 value was reasonable. From T2 , 

the correlation time of a water proton, τC , was evaluated using Equation (3) as described by 

Abragam (1963): 

 
4 2

6 2 2 2 2
2 0 0

1 5 21
3

5 1 1 4
c c

c
c c

┛ I(I ) τ ττ   
T r ω τ ω τ

   
        


 ,  (3) 

where  is the gyromagnetic ratio of a proton (= 2.675108 rad·T-1·s-1), ħ is the modified 

Plank’s constant (6.6310-34 J· s), I is the nuclear-spin quantum number of a water proton (= 

0.5), r is the proton-proton distance of a water molecule (0.16 nm),  0 is the resonance 

frequency of NMR (= 3.14109 s-1), and C is the correlation time of a water proton (s).  

3. Dynamic transformation of water species retained in foods 

3.1 Variety of water species in foods 

3.1.1 Visualization from the proton NMR technique 

The water species retained in foods are dynamically changed into multifunctional states 
according to environmental conditions such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, 
atmospheric relative humidity, seasoning components such as salt and sugar, concentration 
of seasoning components, etc. Figure 1 is a schematic explanation of the water species 
adsorbed on macromolecules such as proteins in foods. The water species are classified into 
three groups as: (1) monolayer adsorbed water localized in region-I, which is referred to as 
bond water, immobilized water, or non-freezing water; (2) multi-adsorbed water localized 
in region-II, which is referred to as strongly restricted water, glass-state water, etc.; and (3) 
free water localized in region-III, which is referred to as normal isotropic bulk water, 
capillary condensation water, etc. The proton NMR technique produced correlation times of 

the three regions, I, II, and III, as C= 10-6~-7s, 10-6~-11s, and 10-12s, respectively. This 
classification is interestingly correlated to the three regions of the adsorption isotherm 
evaluated by the chemical engineering technique, as shown in Figure 2 by curve 1. As has 
been reported in previous papers (Konishi et al., 2003, 2010), water species in the three 
regions are dynamically transformed by each other depending on environmental conditions in  
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Fig. 1. Schematic explanation of the water species adsorbed on macromolecules in food. 
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Fig. 2. Classification of the adsorbed water species in the food tissue matrix. 

conjunction with the progress of dehydration. In atmospheric conditions, according to the 
progress of dehydration, the free water species in region III is preferentially removed rather 
than the two water species in regions I and II.  

3.1.2 Visualization from the chemical engineering technique 

Taking into account the water activity map presented by Labuza et al. (1970) and Schmidt 
(2004), one may visualize three regions on a water activity space. Fig. 2 shows a schematic 
explanation of the specified two curves: curve 1 for the water adsorption isotherm of food 
systems as a function of water activity (the isotherm was divided again into three regions, I, 
II, and III) and curve 2 for the NMR correlation time (τC) of water species retained in food as 
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a function of water content (W0). As can be seen from the comparison of the two curves, the 
water species adsorbed in region I with lower water activity contributes to the higher 
correlation time (τC). The higher τC means higher restriction strength derived from the food 
tissues. The water species adsorbed in the region III with higher water activity, contributing 
to lower τC, which means lower restriction strength. These results bring about an inverse 
relation between the two parameters, τC (curve 2), and the adsorbed water amount (curve 1) 
as shown in Fig. 2. This relation can be usefully employed in the hybrid technique as is 
described in upcoming sections. 

The three water species distributed in regions I, II, and III presented in Figs. 1 and 2 can be 
further classified as species A1 and species A2. The water species in regions I and III belong 
to species A2 and species A1, respectively. The water species in region II belongs to an 
intermediate species between species A1 and species A2. Figure 3 schematically illustrates 
the water species A1 and A2 retained in foods as a model description. From the schematic 
visualization, one may recognize water species A1 to be weakly restricted by 
macromolecules in foods, such as proteins, at greater water content and water species A2 to 
be strongly restricted due to the progress of dehydration. The space formed due to the 
dehydration in region III in Fig. 1 would create micropores resulting in higher porosity (ε) 
and higher labyrinth factor (χ) in the food tissue matrix. These micropores would be filled 
again with water species when re-hydration occurred, indicating a reproducibility of the 
adsorbed water species as is discussed in upcoming sections (see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 3. Schematic explanations of the adsorbed states for water species in foods. 

3.2 Dynamism and reversibility of the water species in foods identified by the proton 
NMR technique 

The proton NMR spectrum clearly demonstrates the dynamism of water species derived 
from the dehydration of the sample (Konishi et al., 2010). Figure 4 demonstrates the 
dynamism of the reduced amount of water species (the dehydration of squid) as a steep 
reduction of the proton NMR spectra of peak-A. The three peeks, A, B, and C, were 
identified in our previous work (Konishi et al., 2010) as weakly restricted water, strongly  
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Fig. 4. Dynamic behavior of 1H-NMR spectra for species A, B, and C in the squid muscle in 
the course of a drying operation. 

restricted water, and lipids, respectively. One may recognize the reduction of only peak-A 
due to dehydration, whereas peaks-B and -C gave an identical value indicating that the two 
species are not influenced by dehydration. 

Focusing on the reversibility of peak-A, one can easily recognize the dynamism of proton NMR 
spectra of water species in the squid, as shown in Figure 5. The strength of peak-A was steeply 
reduced by dehydration (see curve (1)), and the peak height was restored by re-hydration  
(see curve (2)), whereas the peaks-B and -C kept the same peak height regardless of  
dehydration and re-hydration. This reproducibility of peak-A strongly demonstrates the ability  
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Fig. 5. Reproduced dynamic behavior of 1H-NMR spectra for species-A, -B and -C in the 
squid muscle. 
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of water species A1 and A2 to be reformed in the food tissue matrix through re- hydration. This 
reversibility is a very important factor for dried food products because, generally speaking, 
dried foods are frequently re-hydrated before being consumed (dried kelp, dried green 
onions, and dried noodles, etc.). Exploitation of reversible water species in dried foods could 
produce the same taste as when the food is freshly prepared. To evaluate the reproducibility 

of dried food taste, one should focus on C because the C value is closely related to the 

concentration of seasoning and the kind of food. The reproducibility of C is, therefore, an 

important factor for taste reproducibility. Figure 6 demonstrates the reproducibility of C as 

a function of W0. The results show positive reproducibility of C, indicating favorable taste 
reproducibility in the case of dried squid. 
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Fig. 6. Reproducibility of τC(species A) observed between the dehydration and the water-
readsorption operations for the squid muscle: (a) under the continuous drying operation 
from W0 = 120%-d.b. to 10%-d.b., (b) after the gradual readsorption of water from W0 = 18%-
d.b. to W0 = 45%-d.b., (c) from W0 = 20%-d.b. to W0 = 44%-d.b., (d) from W0 = 50%-d.b. to  
W0 = 60%-d.b., (e) from W0 = 68%-d.b. to W0 = 89%-d.b., and (f) from W0 = 94%-d.b. to  
W0 = 111%-d.b. 

4. Limitations of the proton NMR technique 

To design the food products requested by the markets, the design parameters chosen should 
be able to clearly discriminate between various kinds of foods depending on requirements. 
In particular, the water species retained in the foods should be characterized by the kinds of 
foods and environmental influences such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, water 
content, etc. Although the proton NMR water species evaluation technique is a useful tool, 
one should recognize that the method has some difficulty discriminating among water 

species retained in foods. Figure 7 illustrates the C values as a function of W0 for BA, BH, and 

PH. The C~W0 curves obtained could not discriminate among the three meats, BA, BH, and 

PH (Konishi and Kobayashi, 2009), even though the water species A1 and A2 are roughly 

distinguished at the critical point of C = CC = 10-8 s. This unclear discrimination between 

the three curves can be understood as a limitation of the proton NMR technique. 
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Fig. 7. τC as a function of W0 for BA, BH, and PH.  

Figure 8 illustrates τC as a function of water content (W0) of the 12 jerkies and the PH. The 
solid line for PH indicated a steep increase with decreasing W0, between the values of τC = 
1.0×10-8s and τC = 1.1×10-7s. Since τC indicates rotation time of the water species, the steep 
increase of τC demonstrates that the restriction strength of the water species in this region 
increases markedly upon dehydration from W0 = 120 to 20%-d.b. Similar results were also 
obtained for the beef (Konishi and Kobayashi, 2009). The τC for the jerkies, on the other 
hand, fell around the solid line of PH. From these results, one can recognize that it is difficult 
to distinguish among the three τC –W0 curves for the pork jerkies, beef jerkies, and PH, 
indicating again a limitation of the proton NMR technique. 
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Fig. 8. τc as a function of W0 for the pork and beef jerkies (open circle and closed triangle) 
and the pork (solid line). 
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5. Limitation of the chemical engineering technique 

5.1 Unclear discrimination of water activity in foods in the chemical engineering 
technique 

Water activity (aw) has conveniently been used to design food products because of the ease 
of evaluating the variable using the chemical engineering technique (Fennema, 1976). Figure 
9 illustrates aw as a function of W0 for the squid and the salmon. As can be seen from the 
comparison between the two curves, an identical curve was obtained without detecting any 
difference between the squid and the salmon. This result strongly indicates a limitation of 
the chemical engineering technique. To develop a new food product, one should choose 
another parameter for discriminating among products. To address this issue, a computer 
simulation method for developing new food design parameters is proposed in the next 
section. 
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Fig. 9. aw as a function of W0 for the salmon and squid. 

5.2 Ambiguous physical meaning of the chemical engineering parameters derived 
from a computer simulation for the dehydration dynamism of salmon 

5.2.1 Dehydration dynamism of the water species in the salmon 

To characterize the water species retained in the salmon, dehydration response curves could 
effectively be employed. Figure 10 illustrates the dehydration response curves as a function 
of the water content of the salmon. The five samples of W0 = 54, 99, 144, 200, and 252%-d.b. 
were prepared from a sample of W0 = 342%-d.b., and each of the samples was treated by a 
PUP-operation (poultice up: the samples were stored in a dark room at T = 2ºC for 24 h 
before use; this operation was conducted to provide homogeneity of water distribution in 
the sample). The PUP operation contributes to the stepwise increase of the dehydration rate, 
as shown in Figure 11, by the curves of b’ ~ f ’. Focusing on the five points of b ~ f on the 
dehydration curve of W0 = 342%-d.b. in Fig. 11(A), the dehydration rates of the five samples 
clearly demonstrate a stepwise increase, as shown in Fig. 11(B), by the curves of b’ ~ f ’ due 
to PUP operation. One can recognize that curves b’ ~ f ’ demonstrate a monotonous decay  
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Fig. 10. Dehydration response curves of the salmon (TD = 45°C). 
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Fig. 11. Acceleration behavior of dehydration rate derived from the PUP operation for the 

salmon (TD = 45C). 

curve reaching finally to the curve of a’ with an increase in the elapsed time. Using the 
dehydration rates obtained, the effective diffusivity of the water species, De, can be 

evaluated as a function of W0 by applying Equation (1). 
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5.2.2 Physicochemical mobility (De) of the water species 

One can recognize the De value as a physicochemical mobility of the water species retained 
in the foods. Figure 12 illustrates De for the salmon as a function of W0 and temperature. 
Although the data are widely scattered, one can roughly recognize two different water 
species (species A1 and A2) formed in the salmon, depending on the values of W0. The two 
water species were divided at about W0 = 120%-d.b., indicating an identical De for the water 
species A1 region between W0 = 120 and 360%-d.b. and a gradual decrease of De for the 
water species A2 region with decreasing W0 at 35~55ºC. Using a rough evaluation of De 
obtained at the three temperatures, one would roughly construct the Arrhenius plots as 
shown in Figure 13. The slopes of the straight lines seem to give different activation energies 
depending on the water content of the samples. 
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Fig. 12. De as a function of W0 in the salmon. 
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Fig. 13. Arrhenius plots of De for the salmon. 
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Figure 14 demonstrates ED as a function of W0. The activation energy obtained, the ED 

values, demonstrates again two water species, A1 and A2, divided at W0 = 120%-d.b. ED in 

the water species A1 region gave an identical value of 22 (4) kJ/mol and a gradual increase 

from 20 to 38 (8)kJ/mol with decreasing W0. Taking into account the restriction of water 
species growth that accompanies increased dehydration, one can observe evidence of the 
activation energy growth (indicating a difficulty of the molecular diffusion of water species 
in the food tissue matrix due to the growth of the restriction strength) as a result of the 
decrease of water species mobility (De). 
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Fig. 14. ED as a function of W0 for the salmon. 

As for a reason that the activation energy was drastically changed at W0 = 120 %-d.b., it can 
be attributed to a change in the physical structure of the food tissue matrix due to 
progressive dehydration. The value of W0 = 120%-d.b. corresponds exactly to the critical 

value of C (CC = 10-8s), at which water species A1 and A2 were divided according to their 

restriction strength, and the pre-exponential factor (PF =  D0) of De showed steep growth 
with decreasing W0 (as will be discussed in the upcoming section, see Fig. 16). The steep 
growth of PF resulted from the drastic change in the porosity and labyrinth factor of the 
salmon at W0 = 120 %-d.b. accompanied by the gradual reduction of De decreasing W0. 

5.2.3 Water tank model for the computer simulation of the dehydration response 
curves 

The transient response curves of dehydration in the drying operation of foods have been 
simulated using various mathematical models (Chhinnan, 1984; Madamba et al., 1996; 
Thompson et al., 1968; Noomhorm and Verma, 1986). In the present study, the dehydration 
response curves of the salmon presented in Fig. 10 are simulated using a water tank model 
as a first approximation. The water species retained in the sample are portioned to two 
different water tanks and the two tanks are respectively filled by the two different water 
species, A1 (weakly restricted water species) and A2 (strongly restricted water species), as 
shown in Figure 15 (Konishi et al., 2001). During the drying operation, the two water species 
in the tanks are simultaneously drained by regulating the two valves as mass transfer 
coefficient, kW (h-1) and kS (h-1).  
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Fig. 15. Schematic explanation of the water tank model proposed as a dehydration of food. 

On the material balance equation in the course of the dehydration operation presented in 
Fig. 10, the water content (W), presented as a perpendicular axis of Fig. 10, can be replaced 
by the water ratio, WR = (W-We)/(WD-We), where We is the equilibrium water content (%-
d.b.) and WD is the initial water content of the sample. The dynamism of WR for the two 
tanks is expressed by Equation (4). 

 Rw RsRI dW dWdW

dt dt dt

             
     

  (4) 

 Rw
w Rw

dW
k W

dt
    (5) 

 Rs
s Rs

dW
k W

dt
    , (6) 

where WRW is the ratio of the weakly restricted water species (=(WW-We) /(W- WD)), WRS is 
the ratio of the strongly restricted water species (=(WS-We) /(W- WD)), WW is the amount of 
weakly restricted water species (%-d.b.), and WS is the amount of strongly restricted water 
species (%-d.b.).  

The differential equation (4) is easily solved and expressed by Equation (7). 
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 0
1sk ┚ De     (8) 

 0
2wk ┚ De  , (9) 

where WR1 and WR2 are a proportion of the strongly restricted water amount and the weakly 
restricted water amount, respectively, and kS (h-1) and kW (h-1) are the mass transfer 
coefficient of the strongly restricted water species and of the weakly restricted water species, 
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respectively. De0 (=  D0) is the pre-exponential factor of De, and 1 and 2 are the constants 
evaluated by a curve fitting simulation between the experimental and the calculated curves 
as shown in Fig. 10. The curve fitting obtained showed favorable agreement with the 
experimental dehydration curves as shown in Fig. 10 by solid curves.  

5.2.4 Discrimination of water species A1 and A2 due to the pre-exponential factor (De
0
) 

of De 

The pre-exponential factor, De0, can easily be evaluated by the extrapolation of the 
Arrhenius plot lines against the perpendicular axes in Fig. 13. Figure 16(A) illustrates De0 as 
a function of W. The De0 values obtained were of identical value regardless of W in the water 
species A1 region, whereas in the water species A2 region, there was a steep increase with 
decreasing W0.  
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Fig. 16. Pre-exponential factor (De0) and the dehydration parameters for the computer 
simulation (kS, kW) as a function of W0 (TD = 45°C) for the salmon. 

Figure 16(B) illustrates kS and kW as a function of W0. The two values show tendencies 
similar to De0 even though they can be evaluated by the computer simulation. Comparing 
the two values between kS (or kW) and De0, one can generate a linear relation between the 
two values as shown in Figure 17. The parameters of kS and kW roughly demonstrate the 

equations of kS = 0.025(0.008) De0 and kW = 0.007(0.004) De0. Using Equations (8) and (9), 

one may evaluate β1 = 0.025(0.008) and β2 = 0.007(0.004). Concerning the physical meaning 
of β1 and β2, since the two parameters were evaluated by the computer fitting simulation, 
they seem to be meaningless. This evidence indicates a disadvantage of the chemical 
engineering technique, even though the linear relation between kS (or kW) and De0 would 
cause the presumption of a relationship between the two parameters. 
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Fig. 17. Dehydration parameters (ks and kw) as a function of pre-exponential factor 
(De0)(TD=45°C) for the salmon. 

6. Advantages derived from the hybrid technique 

6.1 Visualized correlation between molecular mobility (C) and physicochemical 
mobility (De)  

Physicochemical mobility, De, which is evaluated by the chemical engineering technique 

(Fig. 12), and molecular mobility, C, which is evaluated by the proton NMR technique (Fig. 
8), are important parameters for characterizing the water species retained in foods as the 
diffusion rate in the three dimensional space of the food tissue matrix and as the rotation 

time of water molecules, respectively. The two parameters (De and C) for the pork meat (PH) 
and 12 jerkies are interestingly related, as shown in Figure 18. This clearly shows an 

advantage of the hybrid technique. De for PH demonstrates a drastic change at C = 10-8 s,  
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Fig. 18. De as a function of τC for jerkies and PH. 
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indicating an identical De = 2.2(±0.2)×10-6 m2/h in the species A1 region and De = 3.5(±1.0) 
×10-7 m2/h in the water species A2 region. All the De values for the commercial jerkies are 
distributed in the water species A2 region, indicating an identical De = 3.0(±1.8)×10-7 m2/h, 
which, even though the data are widely scattered, is the same as PH. Regarding the jerky 
data, although all the samples distributed in the market commonly use the water species 

A2 not A1 and the effective diffusivity, De, falling in the range of 1.0~5.0×10-7 m2/h, C is 
widely distributed in the range of 10-8 ~ 1.1×10-7 s. Since each of the jerkies used in this 

study has own taste different from other, the wide distribution of C has an important 
meaning in developing different tastes in jerky. This idea is also supported in an 
upcoming section. 

6.2 Clear discrimination of the two water species due to diffusivity (De) 

As has been demonstrated in Fig. 12, the De~W0 plots could not clearly discriminate the 
water species A1 and A2. The De~τC plots derived from the hybrid technique, on the other 
hand, are conveniently able to visualize the discrimination between beef and pork and the 
two water species, A1 and A2, as shown in Figure 19. In particular, the boundary of the two 
water species is clearly recognized as CτC =10-8 s, indicating an advantage of the hybrid 
technique. Focusing on the behavior of BA, BH, and PH, the De values gave a constant value 
in the two water species regions: in the A1 region, as 3.1(±0.5) ×10-6, 4.7(±0.1) ×10-6, and 
2.2(±0.3) ×10-6 m2/h, respectively; in the A2 region, as 1.8(±0.5) ×10-6, 2.0(±0.4) ×10-6, and 
7.0(±1.0) ×10-7 m2/h, respectively, even though τC is significantly changed from 10-8 to 
4.5×10-8 s. These results suggest the water species A2 has the interesting characteristic of 
being able to make a wide shift of the molecular mobility, τC, without changing in the De 
values. This result indicates that, by changing the value of τC as a design parameter for food 
products, the character of various meats can be significantly altered. The hardness of various 
meats and salmon, for example, can also be controlled by a change in τC, as shown in the 
next section. 
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Fig. 19. Comparing behavior of De among BA, BH, and PH as a function of τC at 70C.  
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6.3 Clear discrimination of the two water species by hardness 

Figure 20 demonstrates the hardness of BA, BH, PH, and salmon as a function of τC. The 
hardness of all the samples shows a drastic increase at CτC = 10-8 s with increasing τC in the 
water species A2 region. This clear discrimination between the water species A1 and A2 is an 
advantage of the hybrid technique. One may recognize that the NP value in the water 
species A1 region commonly showed 1.0(±0.5) ×106 N/m2 regardless of τC in all the samples, 
whereas in the water species A2 region and at the range of τC = 3×10-8 ~ 6×10-8 s, it varied 
widely depending on the samples, as with NP = 1.5×107 for BA, 1.3×107 for BH, and 1×107 
N/m2 for PH at τC = 5.0×10-8 s. From these results, one can recognize that it is possible to 
design food products with different NP values without changing the τC values, and it’s 
possible to design products with different τC values without changing the NP values. 
Keeping NP = 1.0×107 N/m2, for example, one can have different τC values such as τC = 
2.9×10-8 s for BA, τC = 3.5×10-8 s for BH, and τC = 4.8×10-8 s for PH. Although the physical 
meaning of this τC value shift is still unclear, it can be attributed to the taste difference 
between BA, BH, and PH because concrete evidence that the τC value changes depending on 
the kind of food, the concentration of seasonings, and the kind of seasonings has been 
obtained. Details of these results will be reported in an upcoming work (Konishi and 
Kobayashi, 2011).  

The visualization of NP ~τC exhibited in Fig. 20 clearly demonstrates the hybrid technique as 
a useful tool for discriminating between the two water species and among the kinds of food.  
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Fig. 20. Comparing behavior of NP as a function of C between BA, BH, and PH at 50C. 

6.4 Physical meaning of CC = 10
-8

 s derived from the pre-exponential factor (De
0
) of De 

Focusing on the boundary (CτC = 10-8 s) between water species A1 and A2, one may be 
interested in what is happening in the food tissue matrix at the CτC = 10-8 s. The information 
for the food tissue matrix can be obtained from Equation (2), and the equation is rewritten 
by Equation (10). The pre-exponential factor (├D0) of Equation (10) consists of a function of ε, 
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χ, and ∆S. Since the ├D0 value can be evaluated from the extrapolation of the Arrhenius plots 
against the perpendicular axes in Fig. 13, those evaluated for BA, BH, and PH can be plotted 
as a function of τC, as shown in Figure 21. Three ├D0 curves obtained demonstrate a steep 
decay at the CτC = 10-8 s. Based on the rough evaluation of the steep decay for the three 
curves to be 1/30 ~1/150, the reduction of the ├D0 values should be attributed to a 
simultaneous change in the ε value, which becomes smaller while the χ value becomes 
larger and the ∆S value becomes smaller because of the steep change in the physical 
structure of the BA, BH, and PH’s tissue matrix at the CτC = 10-8 s derived from dehydration. 
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where k is Boltzmann constant, h is Planck constant, ├(=ε/χ) is diffusibility, ε is porosity, χ is 
labyrinth factor, and ΔS is activation entropy. 
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Fig. 21. Comparing behavior of the pre-exponential factor between BA, BH, and PH at 50C as 

a function of C.  

Figure 22 illustrates the optical microscope photographs of the cross-section for BH. 
Comparing Figs. 22(A) and (B), one can clearly recognize that a large number of pores 
(complicated structures) appeared in the sample of W0 = 54%-d.b. rather than that of W0 = 
127%-d.b., indicating a growth of the labyrinth factor (χ). This growth of χ contributes to the 
reduction of ├ and is supported by the experimental evidences of the steep reductions of 
both ├D0 in Fig. 21 and De in Fig. 19 in the water species A2 region. 

The ├D0 ~ C plots again demonstrate the hybrid technique to be a useful tool for 
discriminating between the two water species and among the kind of foods. The drastic 
change of ├D0 should derive the change of water species from A1 to A2, suggesting the 
diffusion mechanism change between the two regions. This idea is strongly supported by 
experimental evidence as shown in Figure 23. All ED’s of water species A2 for BA, BH, and PH 

demonstrated a drastic reduction at CC in the water species A2 region. This reduction of ED 
strongly suggests a change in the diffusion mechanism from the water species A1 region.  
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   (A)    (B) 

Fig. 22. Optical microscope photographs (× 1000) of the cross-section for PH, (A): 127%-d.b., 
(b): 54%-d.b. 
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Fig. 23. Comparing behavior of ED among BA, BH, and PH as a function of C at 50~70C. 

7. A new method for jerky product design using the parameters induced by 
the hybrid technique 

Our interest is focused on a classification of the 12 jerky products influenced by 
multifunctional water species. Hills et al. (1999) empirically demonstrated a linear relation 
between the NMR relaxation rates (1/T2) and aw. In addition, Hills (1999) derived a 
theoretical equation to explain the linear relation. Since the relaxation time, T2, can be 

replaced by C using Equation (3), it is proposed that aw should be related to C. Figure 24 

demonstrates aw as a function of C for the 12 jerky samples. All the samples fell roughly 
around three straight lines, indicating the existing of three groups. The three lines started 
from aw = 0.92, which is an identical value independent of the samples and empirically 
evaluated, meaning a specified value for all kinds of foods (Konishi and Kobayashi, 2010). 

The aw = 0.92 value always gave C = 10-8 s independent of the kinds of foods and seasoning 
species. As has been discussed in the previous section, one can recognize both aw = 0.92 and 

C = 10-8 s to be critical values for foods in which the water species drastically changes from 
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A1 to A2 and the pore structure of the food tissue matrix provides regulation of ε and χ 
values accompanied by drastic increases or decreases. 

Focusing on the three straight lines in Fig. 24, line-1 generates Group-1 (BJ-5 and PJ-2), line-
2, Group-2 (BJ-4, BJ-1, PJ-4, BJ-6, and PJ-1), and line-3, Group-3 (PJ-5, BJ-3, BJ-2, and PJ-6). 
Based on the experimental data presented here, although one cannot demonstrate an exact 
physical meaning of the three groups’ difference, it might be presumed that each group 
should have the specified seasonings different from others. Concerning the seasonings in the 
three groups, Group-1 is characterized by soy sauce, Group-2, by a mixed seasoning such as 
soy sauce, smoke flavoring, and salt, and Group-3, by a mixed seasoning such as salt, soy-
sauce, and miso sauce. Although each of the three groups could not be distinguished by the 
chemical engineering (the aw ~ W0 curves and the De ~ W0 curves) and proton NMR 

techniques (the C ~ W0 curves), the hybrid technique (the aw ~ τC linear relation) clearly 
distinguished the characteristics of the seasonings for the 12 different food products. This 
evidence strongly demonstrates the hybrid technique to be a useful tool to design various 
food products requested by the commercial fields. 
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Fig. 24. aw as a function of τC for the beef and pork jerkies.  

8. Conclusions 

The hybrid of the proton NMR technique and the chemical engineering technique was 
applied to discriminate the 12 commercially distributed jerkies, salmon, BA, BH, and PH and 
to distinguish between the two water species, A1 and A2, by using four parameters: De, τC, 
NP, and W0 .  

1. The dehydration and adsorption of the water species, A1 and A2, retained in the foods 
were reversibly repeated and the transformation between the two water species was 
reproducible. 

2. The proton NMR technique and the chemical engineering technique could respectively 
not discriminate among the τC ~ W0 curves and among the aw ~ W0 curves obtained for 
the foods. Although the computer simulation model proposed by the chemical 
engineering technique generated a good fitting against the dehydration response 
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curves, the unknown parameters evaluated by the curve fitting, 1 and 2, were 
recognized as meaningless.  

3. The hybrid technique proposed demonstrates a clear discrimination between water 
species A1 and A2, divided at the critical value of CτC = 10-8 s, where the drastic change 
in the values of De, ED, and NP appeared. The physical meaning of CτC was understood 
as a drastic change in the pre-exponential factor of De derived from the change in the 
food tissue matrix due to dehydration.  

4. Using the hybrid technique, a variety of food products could easily be designed by 
changing the value of τC even though the values of aw are identical. The meat jerkies 
commercially distributed in Japan were reasonably classified into three groups 
characterized by the three aw ~ τC straight lines. The advantage of the hybrid technique 
brought a conclusion that the aw ~ τC straight lines give characteristic slopes depending 
on the seasonings of the 12 jerkies. This could be useful in designing a variety of food 
products. 

9. Nomenclature 

BA   beef meat produced in Australia (-) 
BH   beef meat produced in Hokkaido, Japan (-) 
D  moisture diffusion coefficient (m2/h) 
D0   frequency factor of D (m2/h) 
De  effective water diffusion coefficient (m2/h) 

De0       pre-exponential factor of De (PF= D0 , m2/h) 
ED       activation energy of water diffusivity (kJ/mol) 
H  Planck constant (erg. s) 
I       nuclear spin quantum number of water proton (= 0.5) (--) 
K  Boltzmann constant (erg/deg) 
kS           mass transfer coefficient of strongly restricted water (h-1) 
kw           mass transfer coefficient of weakly restricted water (h-1) 
La       half distance of a-axis of the rectangular sample (m) 
Lb       half distance of b-axis of the rectangular sample (m) 
Lc       half distance of c-axis of the rectangular sample (m) 
Mt          magnitude of magnetization vector (-) 
M0         magnitude of macroscopic equilibrium magnetisation vector (-)  
NP      hardness of meat products (Newton/m2) 
PH           pork meat produced in Hokkaido, Japan (-) 
R       gas constant (=8.314J/K·mol)  
r       proton-proton distance of water molecule (= 0.16 nm) 
ΔS          activation entropy (kJ/mol) 
T2       spin-spin relaxation time of water proton (s)  

TD      drying temperature (C) 
t      drying time (h) 
ts  spin locking pulse length (s) 
W      water content at the drying time t (%-d.b.) 
W0      initial water content at the time of PUP operated (%-d.b.) 
WD      initial water content of drying flesh sample (%-d.b.) 
We      equilibrium water content (%-d.b.) 
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WR  the water ratio (= (W-We)/(WD-We)) 
WR1        the proportion of the strongly restricted water amount (-) 
WR2        the proportion of the weakly restricted water amount (-) 
WRS        the ratio of the strongly restricted water species (-) 
WRW        the ratio of the weakly restricted water species (-) 
WS  the amount of strongly restricted water species (%-d.b.) 
WW  the amount of weakly restricted water species (%-d.b.)  

Greek letters 

┚1        constant evaluated by the curve fitting simulation (m-2) 
┚2        constant evaluated by the curve fitting simulation (m-2) 
┝        porosity of the food tissue (-) 
π      the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter (=3.14) 

      gyromagnetic ratio of proton (=2.675108 radT-1s-1) 

ħ       modified Plank’s constant (=6.6310-34 Js) 

0      resonance frequency (=3.14109 s-1) 

C      correlation time of water proton (s) 

CC      critical correlation time of water proton (s) 
χ      labyrinth factor of the meat tissue (-) 
├      diffusibility (=ε /χ)(-) 
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